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Suppose that G is an undirected graph whose edges have nonnegative integral capacities, that 
st, . . . ,s~ are k distinguished vertices in G, and that dti, I si<jl k, are nonnegative integral 
demands. We consider the problem of existence of an admissible multicommodity flow P= 
{Fii: 1 si<j= k) in which each Fii is a flow of value dii between si and sj. It is known that if 
kr5, then satisfying the obvious requirements of Ford-Fulkerson’s type (concerning cuts of G) 
does not guarantee, in general, that such a multicommodity flow exists. We give a combinatorial 
criterion of solvability of this problem for k= 5 and prove that if k=S and the problem has a 
solution, then it has also a half-integral solution. This generalizes a number of known results on 
half-integral multicommodity flows. Also other results on multicommodity flows and metrics are 
. 
presented. 
Keywords. Multicommodity flow, finite metric. 
1. Introduction 
By a graph we mean a finite undirected graph without loops and multiple edges; 
an edge with ends x and y may be denoted by xy. 
Throughout the paper we shall deal with the following objects: a (basic) graph 
G = (V, E); an edge capacity function c : E--t I?, (IR, is the set of nonnegative reals); 
a set T C_ V of terminals in G; a graph H= (T, I/) without isolated vertices, called 
a (flow) scheme; a function d: I/+#?+ of demands. We consider a well known 
multicommodity flow problem: to find 1 LII flows in G, each flow connecting ter- 
minals s and t and having the value d(st) for st E U, such that the total flow through 
each edge e E E does not exceed c(e). 
This problem may be formulated as a chain packing one (though the usual ‘edge- 
vertex’ formulation of the multicommodity flow problem has the size bounded 
by a polynomial in the size of G whereas the ‘chain-edge’ one has not, the latter 
will be more convenient for consideration in our work). A chain, or an xy-chain, 
of a graph is a subgraph L = (VL, EL) in it such that VL = {X=X], x2, . . . , xk =y} (Xi 
are distinct) and EL = {X;Xi+ l: i= 1, . . . , k- l}; sometimes L will be denoted as 
x]x2”‘xk. Let 2 = S(G, I/) = U (S(G,sl): st E I/), where, for x, y E V, J.??(G, xy) 
denotes the set of xy-chains in G. A function f: 2*lR+ is called a multiflow (a 
multicommodity flow) for G and H. For e E E, define 
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c’(e) = C (f(L): L E 9, eEEL). 
f is called c-admissible if 
Cf(e)sc(e) for all eE E. 
(1.1) Problem. Given G, H, c and d, find a c-admissible multiflow f satisfying 
c (f(L): L E 5?(G, st)) = d(.st) for all sl E U 
(or establish that such a multiflow does not exist). 
For a graph G’=( V’, E’) and Xc V’, let aX=a”X denote the set of edges in G’ 
with one end in X and the other in V’- X; A 5 E’ is a cut of G’ if 0fA =8X for 
some XC I/‘. If (1.1) has a solution, then the following obvious connectivity con- 
ditions of Ford-Fulkerson’s type hold: 
(1.2) c(aGx)2 d(aH(xn T)) for all Xc V 
(for g : S-, IR and S’c S, g(S’) denotes C (g(e): e E S’)). 
Let K, and C,, denote the complete graph and the circuit (regarded as a graph) 
with n vertices, respectively, and Y2 denote the collection of graphs representable 
as a union of two stars (a star is a graph without isolated vertices whose edges have 
a common vertex; a union of graphs Gr , . . . , G,,, is a graph G’ such that, for each 
i, there is a subgraph Gf in G’ isomorphic to Gi, and G; U e-0 U G,:, = G’) (see Fig. 
1). Papernov [ll] proved the following theorem. 
(1.3) Theorem. (i) If H belongs to {K4,C5}ULy72 and (1.2) holds, then (1.1) has a 
solution. 
(ii) If H does not belong to {K4, C,} U Y2, then for any V 2 T, there exist 
G = (V, E), c and d such that (1.2) holds but (1.1) has no solution. 
There is a stronger form of the statement (i). We say that (c,d) is even on cuts 
if c and d are integer-valued and c(a’X) - d(a”(Xfl T)) is even for each XC V. 
(1.4) Theorem. If H belongs to {K4, C,} U P2, (c, d) is even on cuts and (1.2) 
holds, then (1.1) has an integral solution. 
w off 
H=Kd H.= C, HE@ 
Fig. 1. 
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Assertion (1.4) was proved by Rothschild and Whinston [ 121 for the case 1 U) = 2 
(which strengthens the half-integral two-commodity flow theorem of Hu [4]). Dinits 
(see [l]) showed that the case HE Y2 can be easily reduced to the two-commodity 
one, which implies (1.4) for HE g2. Lomonosov (see [lo]) proved (1.4) for K4 and 
C, (for K4 this fact was established independently by Seymour [13]). In [5] a strong 
polynomial-time algorithm was developed which, for HE {K4, CS} U Y2 and ‘real- 
valued’ c and d, find either a required multiflow or a cut for which the inequality 
in (1.2) is violated; this algorithm constructs a half-integral multiflow when c and 
d are integer-valued and it can be modified for finding an integral multiflow when 
(c, d) is even on cuts. Note also that the problem of determining whether there exists 
an integral solution of (1.1) with integer-valued c and d is NP-complete already for 
1 U 1 = 2 (see [3]). 
In the present paper we prove the following theorem which generalizes (1.4). 
Theorem A. If H=K,, (c,d) is even on cuts and (1.1) has a solution, then it has 
also an integral solution. 
It follows from (1.3)(ii) that if, H= K,, then holding the necessary condition (1.2) 
does not guarantee, in general, solvability of our problem. In Section 2 we point 
out additional requirements, derived by so-called bipartite metrics, and prove that 
satisfying these requirements together with (1.2) leads to solvability of (1.1) for 
H= K,. Using it, in Section 3 we prove Theorem A. Section 4 contains a theorem 
(without a proof) which characterizes the class of schemes H having the property 
that there exists a positive integer k (depending on only H) such that each solvable 
problem (1.1) for H with integer-valued c and d has a solution being (l/k)-integral. 
A similar characterization will be given also for another type of multiflow problems 
in which one is required to maximize the sum of values of all partial flows. 
2. Bipartite metrics 
In what follows without loss of generality we shall assume that the graph G in 
question is complete, i.e., XYE E for any x,y~ V, xfy. And so we may think that 
His a subgraph of G; it is convenient for us to assume that the function d is extend- 
ed with 0 on the elements of E- (1. 
Using linear programming duality, one can obtain the following criterion of 
solvability of (1 .l) for arbitrary G, H, c, d (see [9, lo]). 
(2.1) The problem (1.1) has a solution if and only if 
(*I cmrdm 
holds for any metric m on V. 
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[For a, b : S +lR, ab denotes C (a(e)b(e): ecz S). A metric on V is a function 
m : E + lR+ satisfying the triangle inequality m(xy) + m( yz) 1 m(xz) for any x, y, z E V 
(we admit m(w)=0 for some u, UE V, thus, we use the term ‘a metric’ instead of 
‘a semimetric’); we shall assume by definition that m(xu) = 0, XE V.] 
For Xc V, let ex denote the characteristic function (in I%?~) of the set 8X. Clear- 
ly ex is a metric on V; it is called a cut-metric if X#0, V. It is easy to see that (*) 
turns into the inequality in (1.2) when m =ex. Thus, if HE {&, Cs} U P2, one can 
reduce the set of metrics in criterion (2.1) needed for verification of solvability of 
(1. l), considering only the set of cut-metrics on V instead of the set of all metrics 
on V. The assertion (2.3) below describes a set of metrics sufficient for verification 
of solvability of (1.1) for an arbitrary fixed scheme H. The theorem (2.6) concretizes 
such a set for the case H=K,. 
We need several definitions. Let m be a metric on V and let Z(m) denote the set 
{e E E: m(e) = O}. m is called positive if Z(m) = 0. We say that a metric m’ on V 
decomposes m if m-Am’ is a metric for some I > 0. m is primitive if each metric 
IIT’ decomposing m is proportional to m, i.e., m’=hn for some 120. For B c E, 
an xy-chain L in G is called a B-geodesic of m if xy E B and L is a shortest chain 
with respect to m, i.e., m(EL) = m(xy); an E-geodesic is called a geodesic for short. 
Let T(m, B) denote the set of B-geodesics of m. B C_ E is called an extremal set of 
m if each edge eo E- Z(m) belongs to some B-geodesic of m (for example, if 
m =ex, {xy} is an extremal set of m for arbitrary XEX and YE V-X). When m 
is positive, we denote by B(m) the minimal extremal set of m (such a set is, obvious- 
ly, unique). 
Two types of metrics will be used sometimes in the paper: 
(a) the metric m of distances in a connected graph G’= (V’, E’), defined by 
m(xy)=min{lELj: LEP(G’,x~)} for x,yg V’; and 
(b) the metric m induced by a function I: E -ll?+, defined by m(xy) = 
min{ /(EL): L E %‘(G, xy)} for x,y E V. 
The following easy assertions (2.2) and (2.3) on metrics will be used in what 
follows (assertions similar to (2.2) and (2.3) occurred in [l 1, lo]). 
(2.2) Let 171 be a metric on V, and let B be an extremal set of m. A metric m’ on 
V decomposes m if and only if Z(m) c Z(m’) and T(m, B) c T(rn’, B). 
Proof. (a). Let m”=m -Im’be a metric, where A >O. m”r0 implies Z(m) c Z(m’). 
Let L be an {xy}-geodesic of m. We have 
m(xy) = m(EL) = Im’(EL) + m”(EL) L Am’(xy) + m”(xy) = m(xy), 
whence m’(EL) = m’(xy) (since I > 0 and m”(EL) 2 m”(xy)), i.e., L is geodesic of m’. 
(=). It suffices to show that if m(xy) + m( yz) - m(xz) = 0 for some x, y, z E V, then 
m’(xy) + m’( yz) - m’(xz) = 0. This is obvious when m(xy) = 0 or m( yz) = 0. Assume 
that both m(xy) and m( yz) are positive, and take a B-geodesic L = u . ..x.z .a. u’ of 
m containing the edge xz. It follows from the assumption that y does not belong 
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to L, therefore L’= o . ..xyz -.. u’ is a chain. Moreover, L’ is a B-geodesic of m. 
Hence L’ is also a B-geodesic of m’, which implies the required equality. 0 
It follows from (2.2) that if m’ decomposes m, then each extremal set of m is an 
extremal set of m’. Note also that applying arguments similar to those used in the 
proof of (2.2) one can prove that any metric is the sum of a finite number of 
primitive metrics (another proof follows from the fact that the set of metrics on V 
forms a convex polyhedral cone in lR IE1 whose extreme rays are generated by the 
primitive metrics). 
(2.3) The problem (1.1) has a solution if the inequality (*) in (2.1) holds for each 
metric m on V such that: 
(Cl) tn is primitive; 
(C2) m has an extremal set B c I/. 
Proof. We show that if (*) fails for a metric m, then (*) fails also for a metric In* 
satisfying (Cl) and (C2). Let m’ be a metric on V with m’(E) minimum provided 
that m’s m and m’(st) = m(st) for all st E U; clearly (*) fails for m’. We prove that 
U is an extremal set of m’. For suppose, for a contradiction, that there is e E E such 
that m’(e) > 0 and e belongs to no U-geodesic of m’. For 0 <E 5 m’(e), let m” denote 
the metric induced by the function I on E, defined by I(e) = m’(e) - E and /(e’) = m’(e) 
for e’E E - {e}. Clearly one can choose E such that m”(st) = m(st) for all st E CJ. But 
/??“I m and m”(E) < m’(E); a contradiction. Now, let II?‘= m, + .+’ + /I?$, where 
each /ni is a primitive metric. Since mj decomposes m’, U is an extremal set of /Tri. 
Obviously, (*) fails for some m*= nlj. Cl 
(2.4) Remark. Applying linear programming arguments similar to those used in [9] 
one can show that the set of metrics mentioned in (2.3) is, in general, not reduced. 
More precisely, for a complete graph G = (V, E), a scheme H= (T, U), T c V, and 
a metric m on V satisfying (Cl) and (C2), there exist c and d such that (*) fails for 
m and holds for any primitive metric on V not proportional to In. 
(2.2), (2.4) and (1.3) imply the following assertion (a stronger, half-integral, ver- 
sion occurred in [6]). 
(2.5) Let the graph induced by an extremal set of a metric m belong to 
{K,,C,}U8*. Then tn=lImI+“‘+#+nk, where /Ii? 0 and each mi is a cut- 
metric. In particular, if m is primitive, then m is proportional to a cut-metric. 
Now we begin to consider the case H=K,. In this case there is one more type of 
metrics satisfying (Cl) and (C2). Let mr,n denote the metric of distances in the 
complete bipartite graph Kr,n having the parts of cardinality r and n, i.e., 
mr,,,(xy)= 1 if XEX, YE Y and m,,,(xy)=2 if x,y~X or x,y~ Y (x#y), where X 
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and Y are the parts in K,,; such a metric is called bipartite [9]. Clearly when 
r, nz2 the minimal extremal set B(m,,) induces the graph K, + K,, where 
K + --- + K’ denotes the union of disjoint graphs K, . . . , K’. It is known that m,,, is 
primitive when r 12 and n 2 3 (see [9,2]). A metric m on V is called an extension 
of a metric m’ on V’G V if m(xr) = m’(xy) for any x, y E V’ and some (or, equivalent- 
ly, any) extremal set of m’ is an extremal set of m as well. An extension m of m’ 
is a O-extension if, for each XE V- V’, m(xy) =0 for some YE V’. Clearly a 
O-extension of a metric is primitive if and only if this metric is primitive itself. 
(2.6) Theorem. Let H=(T, U) be K,, and let m be a metric on V satisfying (Cl) 
and (C2) andproportional to no cut-metric. Then m is proportional to a O-extension 
of a metric m’ on T isomorphic to m2,3 (written as m’=m2.J). 
This theorem was formulated in [ 1 l] (in other terms) but its proof developed there 
was wrong. We give another proof of (2.6). 
It follows from above arguments that it suffices to prove that if m is positive, then 
m-m2,3 (in particular, V= T). Let x = (T’, B) be the graph induced by the 
minimal extremal set B = B(m) of m. By (2.5), Z’$ (K4, Cs} U p2, whence, in par- 
ticular, 1 T’I =5, i.e., T’= T. One can show that Y? contains a circuit (otherwise 
.H E g2); let C= (VC, EC) be a circuit in Z with r = 1 VC 1 minimum. It is easy to 
check that if r 24, then either YE’ E g2 or Ye = C,. Therefore r = 3; let VC= 
{s,,s2,s3} and T- VC={sq,sg}. Put ag=aji=m(SiSj) for i=l,2,3, j=4,5 and 
b, = bji =m(sisj) for ij= 12,23,3 1,45. 
(2.7) Lemma. (i) B={s~s~,~~~~,s~s~,s~~~}. 
(ii) Each aii is a and each b, is 2a for some a>O. 
Proof. The proof is divided into a number of claims. 
(1) For each 0fXC V, there is a B-geodesic L of m such that 1 EL f-lax) 2 2. 
Indeed, suppose that it is not so for some X, and let m’=ex. We have 0= 
Z(m) G Z(m’). Next, for an arbitrary e-geodesic L of m, JEL flax I I 1 implies that 
L is a geodesic of m’, therefore T(/n, B) C_ T(m’, B). Thus, by (2.2), m’ decomposes 
m; a contradiction. 
(2) Each edge st E B is contained in no geodesic of m having two or more edges. 
This follows from the minimality of B. 
(3) s4s5 E B, sisj $ B for i = 1,2,3, j = 4,5 and b45 = ai + ais for i = 1,2,3 (thus, (i) 
from Lemma (2.7) is valid). 
Indeed, let ie { 1,2,3} and X= {Si}. Take a B-geodesic L of m such that 
[ELflaX] 22; let p and q be the ends of L. Clearly Si #p, q and the chain PSiq 
is a B-geodesic of m, whence, by (2), we have { p,q} fl {slrs2,s3} =0, i.e., 
{p, 4) = (~4, sS}. Thus, ~4~5 E B, 645 = aid+ ai and s,s~, SiS5 $ B (by (2)). 
For s, t E T, let N(s, t) denote the set {x E V: m(sx) + m(xt) = m(st)} (in particular, 
s, t EN(S, t)). 
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(4) ait + bjk = U~I + bikt where (i, j, k) = ( 1,2,3} and 1 ‘E (4,5 1. 
Indeed, let X=N(si, s,). It follows from (2) and (3) that Xfl T= {+ s,}. Take a 
B-geodesic L of m such that [EL naX[ 22; let p and q be the ends of L. Then 
p, q E T- {si, s,} (since p E {si, s,} and XE VL nX would imply that each vertex in 
the part of L from p to x belongs to X, by definition of N(si,S,), whence 
[EL flax] 5 1). Hence {p, q} = {si, sk} (sg-I can be neither p nor q because of (3)). 
Now, for XE VLnX, we have 
Ui/ + bjk = ITI(SiX) + l7?(S,X) + I?Z(SjX) + l?l(SkX) 
2 m(Sjs,) + ITI(S~S~) = aj/ + bik. 
Applying the same arguments to X=iV(sj,st) we obtain the reverse inequality. 
The equahties in (4) easily imply blz = bz3 = b,, = 6, all = a2/ = a3/ = a, (I= 4,5) and 
b45=a4+us. Next, considering X= {s,,} and a B-geodesic L such that 
[EL fl c?X 112 (in a similar way as in the proof of (3)) we conclude b = 2a,. Similar- 
ly, b=2a,. Thus, u4=aS=a and b=2a=b45, as required. 0 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem (2.6) we have to prove that the 
positivity of m implies V= T. W’e can prove the following stronger assertion. 
(2.8) Lemma. If a metric m on a set V ispositive andprimitive and m is an extension 
of a bipartite metric m’-m2,,, on V’C V, where nz 3, then m coincides with m’ 
(i.e. V’= V). 
(In our case one must put n=3). 
Proof. Let, for definiteness, V’= {s,, s2, t,, . . . , t,} and B=B(m’) = {s,s2} U {titj: 
1 si<jSn}. Define the following sets (here N(s, t) is defined as in the proof of 
Lemma (2.7)): 
T=N(Sl*ti)-{SI}, i=l,..., n, 
S2=V-S,-U(q:i=l,...,n). 
Let p be the O-extension on V of the metric m’, defined by ,u(x~) = 0 for any x, y E X, 
XE IS,, s,, T,, . . . . T,}. We assert that p decomposes m, which, because of the 
positivity and primitivity of m, implies m =m’=p. We have 0=Z(m) c Z(p), and 
now it remains to prove that r(m, B) c T(,u, B). 
(1) ATs,, ti)nN(s,, tj)= {q} for i+j. 
Indeed, if XE (N(s, , ti) flN(s, , tj)) - {sr ) , then m(xt,J < 1, k = i, j (since m(s, t,) = 1 
and m(xs,) > 0), and therefore m(titj) < 2; a contradiction. 
Thus, the sets S,, S,, T,, . . . , T, are disjoint. 
(2) If L is a B-geodesic of m having ends ti and tj, and k E ( 1, . . . , n} - {i, j}, then 
vLnT,=o. 
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Indeed, if x E I!. fl T,, then m(tiX) + m(tjx) = 2 and m(tkx) < 1, whence m(t,tk) < 2 
for some I E {i,j}; a contradiction. 
(3) If L is a B-geodesic of m with the ends p E {s,, ti} and q and if XE 
VL n N(s,, ti), then each vertex in the part of L from p to x is contained in N(s,, tJ. 
The proof is trivial. 
Now let L=x, ...x, be an arbitrary B-geodesic of m. Suppose that x, = ti, 
xk = tj for some 1 pi< j5 n. It follows from (2) and (3) that there are k’ and k”, 
15 k’< k” 5 k, such that all vertices in the part of L from x, to xks (resp., f’rom xk” 
to q.) are contained in q (resp., in q) and all Vertices in the part Of L from xp+, 
to &“-, (if k”>k’+ 1) lie in exactly one of S, and S,. Therefore p(EL)=2, i.e., L 
is a geodesic of p. By similar arguments, L is a geodesic of p when x1 =s, and 
xk=$. 
This completes the proof of Theorem (2.6). 0 
(2.9) Remark. Lemma (2.8) is not valid when m’=m,, for r, nz3. Indeed, let 
G’=(V, E’) be the graph consisting of the vertices Si, tj, xii, z and the edges 
sixii, tjxij, xiiz (1 pier, 14 j%n). Let m be the metric on V induced by the graph G’ 
with the length of all edges being +, and let m’ be the restriction of m on 
V’= {s,, . . . . s,, t,, . . . . t,}; then m’=m,,, and m is an extension of m’. One can show 
that m is primitive (using, for example, one general theorem on primitive metrics 
of graphs stated in [9,2]). 
3. Proof of Theorem A . 
Asssume we are under the hypotheses of Theorem A, and let f be a solution of 
(1.1) for given G, H, c, d. We must prove that (1.1) has also an integral solution. As 
before, we assume that the graph G=(V,E) is complete and d is extended with 0 
on E-U. 
Let d2,s be the set of metrics on V being O-extensions of metrics on T isomor- 
phic to rnzSJ. A metric m on V is called crucial for c and d if cm = dm. Let X(c, d) 
be the set of crucial metrics in “tl,,,. 
We proceed by induction supposing that, for fixed G and H, the result (i.e. 
Theorem A) is true for any c’ and d’ such that: (i) (c’,d’) is even on cuts, (ii) the 
problem (1.1) for c’ and d’ is solvable, and (iii) either Ir/(c’,d’)l > jX(c,d)( or 
)Z(c’, d’)) = )X(c, d)l and c’(E) < c(E). The result is obvious when c= 0. 
If c(st) > 0 and d(st) > 0 for some st E I/, then for the functions c’ and d’, defined 
by c’(e) = max{ 0, c(e) - d(e)} and d’(e) = max{ 0, d(e) - c(e)}(e E E), we have: (c’, d’) 
is even on cuts, c’m - d’m = cm -dm for any metric m on V, and c’(E)<c(E), 
whence the result follows by induction. Thus, we may assume that d#O and 
(*I S(c) n S(d) = 0, 
where for a real-valued function a on a set Q, S(a) denotes {q E Q: a(q) # 0} (the 
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support of a). We say that a chain P=xyz in G is a tcindem if /l(P), defined to be 
min{c(xy), c(yz)}, is greater than 0, and an essential tandem (with respect to f) if 
P is a subchain of some chain L in S(f), i.e., L = a..xyz... . It follows from (*) that 
G contains at least one essential tandem. For a tandem P=xyz, define the function 
BP on E by 
e,(e) = 1 if e=xy or yt, 
=-I if e=x.z, 
=o otherwise. 
Clearly 0,mkO for any metric m on V. Let a(P) be the maximum of numbers 
al p(P) such that the problem (1.1) with the capacity function c- af?,, and the de- 
mand function d is still solvable. Our end is to prove that there exists a tandem P 
(not necessarily essential) such that (T(P)? 1. Then the proof of the theorem is 
finished as follows. Let a(P)? 1 and c’=c- BP. Obviously, (c’,d) is even on cuts, 
c’(E) < c(E) and X(c’, d) c X(c, d) (since cm zc’m zdm for any metric m on V). 
And so, by induction, the problem for c’ and d has an integral solution f’. If 
~Y(xz)<c(xz), then f’ is c-admissible, i.e., f’ is a required integral solution for c 
and d. And if c/‘(xz) = c’(xz) (= c(xt) + l), then a required integral solution for c 
and d is obtained from f’ by decreasing f’(L) by 1 and by increasing f’(L’) by 1, 
where L is a chain in S(f’) containing the edge xz and L’ is a chain in (L - {xz}) U P 
having the same ends as L. 
First of all we need several auxiliary assertions. For a metric m on V and XE V, 
let N,,,(x) be {ye V: m(xy)=O} (in particular, x~iV,,(x)). For mEJd12,j, let T(m) 
denote the subset of cardinality 2 in T such that m(xy) = 1 for any XE T(m) and 
yE T-T(m). Put A=c-d. 
(3.1) Am is even for each mEJ42,3. 
Indeed, let X= U (N,,,(s): SE T(m)). Clearly m(e) is 1 for e E 8X and m(e) is 0 or 
2 for eE E- 8X. Therefore, Am is even since A(X) is even. 
(3.2) A metric m on V is crucial if and only if both of the following conditions are 
true: 
(a) Each edge e E E with m(e) > 0 is saturated by S, i.e., c/(e) = c(e). 
(b) Each chain in S(f) is a geodesic of m. 
This follows from consideration of the expression: 
(**I 
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Note that (b) in (3.2) implies fJ,m = 0 for a crucial metric m and an essential 
tandem P. 
It follows from Theorem (2.6) that if a(P)< 1 for a tandem P, then there exists 
a cut-metric m =ex or a metric m EVQ such that c’m-dm =Am-B,,m<O, 
where c’= c- op. The following assertion shows that such a situation is impossible 
for any cut-metric when P is essential. 
(3.3) If P is an essential tandem and XC V, then A(aX)re,(aX). 
Indeed, 0&3X) is an even integer 12, d(aX) is a nonnegative even integer, and 
by the argument above, A(aX) ( =dex) = 0 would imply 0JaX) = 0. 
Remark. The assertion (3.3) proves that (1.1) has an integral solution (if it is 
solvable at all) when (c, d) is even on cuts and His such that the solvability of any 
problem with H depends only on satisfying the inequalities in (1.2). Thus, we obtain 
the theorem (1.4) directly from (1.3). 
For a tandem P, let A,,,(P) be the set of metrics in ,cl,,, such that AmcB,m. 
It follows from (3.3) and above arguments that if P is an essential tandem and 
a(P)< 1, then Jlz,,(P)#O. 
(3.4) Let P = xyz be an essential tandem, let m E uU~, 3 (P) f 0, and let s, t an s’ be the 
terminals such that m(sx) = m(ty) = m(s’z) = 0. Then Am = 2, 8,m = 4, s = s’ and 
m(st) = 2. 
Proof. One can see that, for arbitrary tandem P’ and metric m’EJ&, the value 
8,,m’ can be equal to only 0,2 or 4. Using (3.1) and applying similar arguments as 
in the proof of (3.3), we conclude that only one situation is possible, namely, Am =2 
and Bpm = 4 (since Am > 0 and Am c Bpm). Now 4 = Bpm = m(st) + m(s’t) - m(ss’) 
implies m(st) = m(s’t) = 2 and m(ss’) = 0, whence s = s’. 0 
We continue the proof of the theorem. Suppose that a(P)< 1 for each essential 
tandem P. Take some essential tandem P and put c” =c-+t?,,, c=2c” and 6=2d. 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that the problem for Eand dis solvable. Clearly (?,dd) 
is even on cuts. Furthermore, ti(c, d) c x(E, d) since, firstly, for an arbitrary metric 
m’on V, i+m’rO and 2c=c’+0, imply 2cm’kFm’?&z’=2dm’and, secondly, by 
(3.4), there exists a metric m E A?,3 such that cm>dm and Frn =dm. Thus, by in- 
duction, the problem for e and d has an integral solution, and hence the problem 
for c and d has a half-integral solution. 
And so, we may assume that f can be chosen half-integer-valued (and, as before, 
we suppose that a(P) < 1 for each essential tandem P of f). 
(3.5) Let L be a chain in S(f) containing a tandem P=xyz, and let m E Jlz, J(P). 
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Then: (i) f(L) = +; (ii) the edges xy and yz are saturated 6yf; (iii) each chain in S(f) 
except L is a geodesic of tn. 
Proof. By (3.4), m(xy) = m(yz) = 2 and m(xz) = 0, whence m(EL) - m(st) r4 and 
f(L)(m(EL) - m(st)) 5 2 (because of f(L) z+), where s and t are the ends of L. Now 
the result follows from the expression (**) above taking into account that Am =2. 
We finish the proof of the theorem by considering three possible situations. We 
may assume that G contains no vertex x such that c(xy) =O for all YE I/- (x). For 
a chain L’ in G and vertices X’,Y’E VL’, let L’[x’, y’] denote the part of L’ from x’ 
to y’. 
(1) Suppose that there exists a vertex YE V- T such that the set EY, defined to be 
{xy: XE V- { y}, {[J(xy)>O}, is nonempty. It follows from (3.5) that each edge 
e E EY is saturated and belongs to 2c(e) chains in S(J). It is not difficult to deduce 
from this fact that there exist a sequence x,, x2, .,. , xk =x0, k12, of distinct 
elements of V- { y} and a sequence L,, Lz, . . . , Lk= Lo of distinct chains in S(f) 
such that, for each i, Pi=Xi~Xi+I is an essential tandem contained in Li. The case 
k=2 is impossible (as k==2 would imply P, = P2, whence both L, and L2 are not 
geodesics of m EJ&(P,), contrary to (3S)(iii)). Thus, kr3. We prove that 
cr(P’)r I for the tandem P’=xlyx3. Below the indices are taken module k. Let Si 
be the end of L; such that Xi E Li[si, y], and let ti be the other end of Li. For each i 
choose a metric mi E &l,J(Pi), and let pi and qi be the terminals such that VZi(piXi) = 
mi(pixi+ ,) = 0 and mi(qiy) = 0. Since Li- r and Li+ 1 are geodesics of mi (by (3.5)), 
mi(Xiy)=mi(Xi+ ry)=2, and m;(st)<2 for any S, t E T, then ti- 1 =Si+ r =pi and 
sj-,=f;+l = q; (see Fig. Z(s)). Hence, S; = Sj and fi = tj if i -j E 0 (mod 4) and Si = ij 
if i- j=2 (mod 4) (note that these equalities imply, in particular, k=O (mod 4)). 
Now the required inequality cr(P’) 2 1 is proved as follows. For a chain L’ in G, let 
x =x(L’) denote the function in IRE, defined by x(e) = + for e E EL’ and X(e) = 0 for 
e E E- EL’. The chains Lo, L,, L2 and L, realize the flow of value 1 between pI and 
(a) Fig. 2. lb) 
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q1 and the flow of value 1 between p2 and q2 in the graph G with the capacity func- 
tion c’= C (x(&): i=O, . . . . 3). We can represent c’ as c, + c,, where 
~l=X~~oI~o,ul>+X~~*~~,,~l~+X~~2~~2,Y1~+X~~~~~~,~l~, 
It is easy to check (see Fig. 2(b)) that: (i) there is a c2-admissible multiflow realizing 
the demands d2(p,q,)=d2(p2q2)=+, and (ii) where c; =c, -f?,,,, there is a 
c;-admissible multiflow realizing the demands d, (plql) = dl(p2q2) = +, whence the 
result follows. 
(2) Let Vf T and E,,= 0 for each y E V- T. Choose xy E E such that y E V- T and 
C(XJJ) > 0. Since c(a{ JJ}) is even, at least one of the following must be true: (i) there 
is ZE V- {x, y} such that c(zy)>O, (ii) c(xy) 22. In case (i) we, obviously, have 
o(P) 2 1, where P = xyz, and in case (ii) our problem is reduced to the one for c’ and 
d, where C’(XJJ) = c(xu) - 2 and c’(e) = c(e)(e E E - {xy)), and the result follows by in- 
duction (obviously, the problem for c’ and d is solvable, (c’, d) is even on cuts and 
c’(E) < c(E)). 
(3) Let V= T, i.e., G=H=K,. We assert that cr(P)r 1 for any essential tandem 
P. Indeed, suppose that it is not so for some essential tandem P=xyz. Then 
JGcz,3(P)#0, and now (3.4) and the fact that x and z are terminals imply x=z; a 
contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. Cl 
There exists a pseudopolynomial-time algorithm for finding an integral solution 
of (1 .l) for H=K, and (c, d) being even on cuts; this algorithm is not described 
here. One can also construct a polynomial-time algorithm in which the ellipsoid 
method is used, as a procedure, for checking if the problem with current c’ and d 
is solvable. This algorithm is based on the same idea of ‘tandem reducing’ as the 
proof of Theorem A. More precisely, we consider the vertices in G in turn and, for 
each current vertex y, consider the chains P=xyz in turn. If p(P)>0 (for current 
c), we determine the number (r =cr(P) and change c by setting c := c- LaJOP, 
where Lo] is the maximal integer not exceeding cr. If y E V- T, after the considera- 
tion of y we set c(xu) :=0 for each XE V- { JJ}. In the end the resulting function c 
will satisfy c(st) L d(sf) (if the initial problem is solvable). A required multiflow for 
the initial c and d is constructed in reverse. The details of this algorithm are left to 
the reader. Note that the number a(P) can be found using the bisection method in 
the segment [0, p(P)] (one is required to decide for each chosen number a from this 
segment, whether the problem for c - aBP and d is unsolvable, which is equivalent 
to whether a metric m on V satisfying cm - af?,,rn - dm 5 - 1 exists). There exists a 
more efficient method of determining a(P) which consists of solving O(1) linear pro- 
grams. But I don’t know whether there exists a strong polynomial-time algorithm 
for determining a(P) (i.e., an algorithm dealing with ‘real-valued’ c and d and using 
a polynomial in 1 V 1 number of standard operations). 
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4. Further results 
In this section we describe a number of recently obtained results on multiflows 
(their proofs will appear in forthcoming papers of the author). Also we formulate 
here several open problems on metrics. 
We say that a scheme H= (T, U) is good with respect to the problems of type (1.1) 
if there exists a positive integer k such that, for any graph G = (V, E), V 1 T, and 
nonnegative integer-valued functions c : E +iZ+ and d : U +Z+, the problem (1.1) is 
either unsolvable or has a (l/k)-integral solution f :9(G, C/)-(l/k)Z+. The 
theorems (1.4) and A assert that H is good when HE 8* or H C KS. 
(4.1) Theorem. A scheme H is good with respect to the problems of type (1.1) wand 
only ifH contains no subgraph 3K2 (in other words, no matching of cardinality 3). 
(We write nK instead of K+ ..+ +K (n times).) The proof of ‘only if’ is reduced 
to constructing a counterexample for H= 3K, (such a counterexample occurred in 
[lo]). In order to prove ‘if’ one shbuld note that a scheme H containing no subgraph 
3K2 is one of the following: (i) a union of two stars or an arbitrary subgraph of K,, 
(ii) a union of KJ and a star, (iii) the graph 2K,. The problem with a scheme as in 
(ii) is easily reduced to one with a scheme being a union of Kj and K,, which is a 
subgraph of K,. For H=2K, one can prove the following: if (c,d) is even on cuts, 
then (1 .l) has a half-integral solution (if it is solvable). The proof consists of a 
reduction of our problem to a special case of the following known multicommodity 
flow problem (4.2) and applying the theorem (4.3). 
(4.2) Problem. Given G, H and c, find a c-admissible multiflow f: P(G, C/)+lR+ 
with 1 . f = C (f(L): L E S(G, U)) maximum. 
(The reduction of (1 .l) with H= 2K, to (4.2) is ‘as follows. Let, for de- 
finiteness, U={sisi: l<i<j43 or 4Si<j<6}. Add to G new vertices s,! and 
edges S;Si, 1 zzis6; let G’ be the resulting graph and H’ be the graph in- 
duced by the edges s;s,~ such that SiSj E U. Put c’(e) = c(e), eE E, and C’(S:Si) = 
C (d(sisj):jE{l,..., 6}-{i},sisj~U), i=l,..., 6. Suppose that f’ is an optimal 
solution of (4.2) for G’, H: c’, and let f be the multiflow in G determined by f’. One 
can see that (1.1) for G, H, c, d is solvable if and only if f’ saturates each edge S;Si 
and, moreover, if each of these edges is saturated by f’, then f is a required 
solution.) 
Now we study the problem (4.2). We say that a scheme H is good with respect 
to the problems of type (4.2) if there exists a positive integer k such that (4.2) has 
a (1 /k)-integral optimum solution for any G and integer-valued c. It turns out that 
the class of schemes having such a property is considerably larger than for the 
previous problem. Let J(H) be the set of anti-cliques (i.e., maximal independent 
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H, = 3K2 H2 
Fig. 3. 
subsets of vertices) of H. We say that H has the property (*) if, for any three distinct 
members A, B and C of d(H), AnBf0, BfIC#0 and CnAf0 imply 
AnB=BnC=CnA. For example, H=K,+K, has the property (*) but H=3K, 
has not. One can show that (*) is equivalent to the property that H contains no in- 
duced subgraph H’ such that H, G H’ C_ H,, where H, and Hz are the graphs drawn 
in Fig. 3. We say that a capacity function c is even on inner cuts if c is integer-valued 
and c(&Y) is even for any Xc V- T. 
(4.3) Theorem. H is good with respect to the problems of type (4.2) if and only if 
H has the property (*). Moreover, if H has the property (*) and c is even on inner 
cuts, then (4.2) has a half-integral optimum solution. 
The proof of ‘only if’ is reduced to examination of the schemes H such that 
H, c H c Hz and producing counterexamples for them. The proof of ‘if’ is con- 
siderably harder. 
(Note that two special kinds of schemes with the property (*) were studied in [8] 
(the detailed proofs were given in [5, lo]): (i) each vertex of H is contained in no 
more than 2 anti-cliques; and (ii) there is a partition {d,, JQZ} of d(H) such that 
each Se, consists of disjoint anti-cliques ((ii) is a special case of (i); the schemes as 
in (i) and only such schemes have the property that, for any G and c, the problem 
dual to (4.2) has an optimum solution being a nonnegative linear combination of 
cut-metrics). It was proved that if c is integer-valued, then (4.2) has a quarter- 
integral optimum solution when His as in (i) and has a half-integral solution when 
H is as in (ii). This result was strengthened in [7]: if c is even on inner cuts, then 
(4.2) has a half-integral optimum solution in the case (i) and has an integral solution 
in the case (ii); also a strong polynomial-time algorithm was developed there for 
these cases.) 
As was seen above, there are certain relations between multiflows and metrics. 
Now we formulate several open problems on metrics. We say that a positive 
primitive metric m on V is principal if m is an extension of no metric on V’C V. 
(Pl) Characterize (in good terms) the set @3, of principal metrics m such that 
each primitive extension of m is a O-extension. 
(P2) Characterize the set %‘z of principal metrics m having a nonempty but finite 
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set of positive primitive extensions different from m. 
Let g, be the set of other principal metrics. 
(P3) Characterize the classes X’,, Hz,Z’s of the extremal graphs of metrics in 
8,, 8, and Q,, respectively (the extremal graph of a positive metric is the graph in- 
duced by the minimal extremal set of this metric). 
For example, B, contains the metric m ’ ,, , (its primitive extensions are cut- 
metrics) and the metrics Q,, for nz3 (Lemma 2.8). I think that each metric in B, 
is proportional to either ml,, or Q,,. An example of a principal -metric not belong- 
ing to I, is m,, for r, nz3 (see-Remark (2.9)); one can prove that mr,,, E f%‘,. It 
turns out that there exist principal metrics not proportional to rnr,” whose extremal 
graph is also K,+K,]; for example, the metric m of distances in the graph drawn 
in Fig. 4(a) has the extremal graph 2K, (this metric was pointed out to the author 
by V.P. Grishuhin); one can prove that rntz g2. In Fig. 4(b) a graph is drawn 
whose metric of distances is principal and has the extremal graph 3K2. This metric 
has an infinite set of positive primitive extensions. For example, such an extension 
is, for an arbitrary positive integer k, the metric induced by the graph whose vertices 
correspond to the integral vectors (i,j,/), O~i,j, II k, and whose edges correspond 
to the pairs {(i, j, I), (i’, j’, I’)} such that either [i-i’1 + 1 j-j’1 + II-I’] = 1 or 
i’- i=j’-j= /‘-I= 1, each edge of the graph has length l/k. 
The question: is it true that the classes Z,, X2 and Jfs are disjoint? 
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